One Stop Constant Tension Spring System
Skylight and Angle Windows
Spring winder is included

#1. Identify System by ANGLE CUT on spring drive mechanism.
#2. **WIND** spring mechanism 10 to 14 turns in a clockwise direction. On last turn face the ANGLE CUT **DOWN** and slowly relax on spring winder until you feel the stop catch.

#3. Ceiling Mount (Top Down) Place spring driver into the brackets with the ANGLE CUT facing **UP**.

#4. Wall Mount (Outside). **Spring driver** mechanism must be on the **Left** side as you are looking out of the window.

#5. Install in the Bracket with the with the ANGLE CUT facing **FORWARD** to the room (facing you)

Drawing is spring mechanism not installed inside the roller.

When inside the roller only the edge of the mechanism and spring driver are visible.

Ceiling Mount / Top Down Mount the ANGLE CUT must **face up** when placing in the brackets.

Constant Tension Spring. pub